
WATERING IN MOAB - LAWN WATERING

information compiled by Wildland Scapes Plant Nursery

Dec & Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov

WARM SEASON GRASS 30 21 14 7 4 3 3 4 4 6 14

COOL SEASON GRASS 14 10 7 4 3 3 2-3 2-3 3-4 5 10

depth in 

can

# of 15 

min 

intervals

1/8" 6 90 mins

1/4" 3 45 mins

3/8" 2 30 mins

1/2" 1.5 22.5 mins

5/8" 1.2 18 mins

3/4" 1 15 mins

1" 0.75 11.25 mins

Pop up heads apply about 0.4 to 0.5" of water in 15 minutes.  Impact sprinklers (they go "th th th") usually apply about .2" in 15 minutes.

BUT WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR MY LAWN?

Collect 6 - 8 shallow staight sided cans (tuna cans work great).  Spread the cans around the lawn (or in one sprinkler zone if there are multiple watering zones) about 4-

5' apart.  Run your sprinklers for 15 minutes.  Measure the depth of water in the cans.  Check that there is about the same amount of water in each can.  With even 

coverage you now know how many  inches of water your system applies in  15 minutes.

This table helps 

convert the depth of 

water collected in cans 

in 15 minutes  to the 

number of 15 minute  

intervals needed to 

apply 3/4" of water to 

the grass. 

run time

Your lawn may need a little more or a little less water than this - experiment by checking with a screw 

driver to see how deeply soil is moist when the surface is dry.

Some sprinklers, like MP rotators,  apply very small amounts of water and need to run for a long time to get 

water to 6 - 10".  These help in heavy soils or on slopes.

Pop up sprinklers usually require a run time of about 20 - 30 minutes, and are great for well draining soils.  Gear 

driven sprinklers throw less water per minute and often need a longer run time

Avoid mixing sprinkler types in a zone. Pop ups and gear driven sprinklers apply different amounts of water, and 

will result in patchy watering, which will overwater some areas and underwater others.

Hose attached sprinklers often apply a lot of water fast and are best in sandy soil and flat surfaces.

soil is soft and mushy after watering it is hard to push a screw driver into the soil

algae or mushrooms are present grass feels warm, even after the sun goes down

REMEMBER THAT A LAWN THAT GOES DORMANT IN SUMMER MAY LOOK LIKE AN UNDERWATERED LAWN.

DETERMINING HOW MUCH WATER YOUR SPRINKLER SYSTEM APPLIES (this is a great project for a 10 - 12 year old to help you do)

OVERWATERING UNDERWATERING

water puddles when you run your system grass turns blue-grey

grass smells musty grass does not spring back after walking on it

A GUIDE TO WATERING A LAWN IN MOAB 

NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN WATERINGS FOR  A LAWN IN MOAB

skip a watering after big rain storms in 

july and august

At different times of year, as it warms and cools, change the number of times you water per month, not the run time.  This way you apply a consistent amount of 

water to your lawns root zone, but just more frequently, when the grass is using more and therefore drying out the soil more quickly.

APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF WATER A  LAWN NEEDS EACH WEEK TO BE GREEN AND HEALTHY IN MOAB

May -  June 15:  1 " per week June 15  - July 15: 1 1/2 " per week July 15 - Aug 15: 2" per week Aug 15 - Sept : 1" per week
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